PARKING

will resolve to use the paying car parks. They may not
be happy, but it would be a blessed relief for those
living in the affected areas and drivers of bin lorries,
emergency vehicles and buses.

Lack of space in residential areas
Basically, our streets were not designed for the current
number of cars.

Enforcement

Parking blights large parts of Huntingdon. Ways
forward depend on the cause of the problem in any
particular area.

What to do?
Very, very tricky. Many people have suggested
concreting over grassed spaces around houses.
This is likely to be resisted by planners. It would be
hugely expensive with tarmac alone at around £65 a
metre2.
A local resident suggested bay-markings along roads
where parking is allowed, to encourage making the
best use of space available. Good, but not going to
solve the whole problem.
The only other thought we have is to ask Luminus to
pull down unused garages and, instead of cramming in
yet more properties, leave the levelled space available
for parking. This is after all a quality of life issue.
If any of you have further suggestions we would be
pleased to learn of them.
Issues caused by commuter traffic
Large swathes of the area around the town centre
suffer from this. The simplest option appears to be to
convert the areas listed below into two-hour-parkingonly during the working day. This still allows residents
to park overnight.
Possible areas include Ambury Rd (N), Ambury Hill,
Avenue, Cowper and Priory Roads, Priory Grove and
Lane, Primrose Lane, N, S, E, W Roads and Cross
Street, Horsecommon Lane and Close, Sparrow
Close, Mill Common, Christie and Dartmoor Drives
and Snowdonia Way. Hodsons Close needs double
yellow lines to stop persistent anti-social parking. The
present American Lane problems should be resolved
by the double yellow lines that have been agreed in
principle, but are taking an unbelievable time to install.
All this would inevitably result in some roads on the
edge of the restricted area becoming more busy, but
as the distance gets further from town or station more
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Restrictions are worthless unless enforced. The
police do not have the resources to do it. The answer
is for the District and County Councils to agree on
Civil Enforcement. Fines levied by the police go to
Westminster, fines levied locally stay local. So, as well
as delivering large areas of the town from the scourge
of parking the approach could be largely self-funding.
This could also stop current fly-parking in Ingram and
Euston Streets, etc. near the Fire Station

As you will know by now it was a very close affair, with Lib Dem Mike Shellens
emerging from two recounts victorious by 44 votes. Mike said that he was
pleased, as this would enable him to take forward both the big issues, covered
elsewhere in this Focus and the 300 plus individual items that people have
asked us to resolve.

SAPLEY ROAD/DESBOROUGH ROAD
CHICANE AND BUTTSGROVE WAY.

I am unable to give you a progress report on these two
items. Mrs May’s General Election means that news of
council officer activity is forbidden under the “purdah”
rules.

SPEEDING

The current experiment with block booking of the
top floors of the multi-storey car park are proceeding
painfully slowly. We must also retain the use of the
Waitrose car-park, double-decking Princess St. may
become necessary. The small car park at Riverside
is being converted to all day parking, but this is not
enough. Local shops could help by combining to bus
in staff if they wanted to improve the experience of
their customers. These would all help but are not a
solution. We do not want to have a fatality due to
emergency vehicle being unable to get through to
force the dominant political group into getting on with
this critical task.

Speeding is one of the two most frequent issues raised when
we knock on doors (Sapley chicanes the other).
Several years ago I asked for 30mph repeater roundels.
“Can’t have them. Against regulations. Everybody who has
passed their test knows that under street lights it is 30 mph
limit unless told otherwise”. Observed behaviour suggests
that this is far from the truth, but that was that. Not only
would CCC not put up roundels in the verge, but, if we did,
then they would have to remove them.
But it occurred to us that we could ask residents along a
road for permission to put up our own signs in gardens, out
of reach of the county. Two of the worst areas are Sapley
Road (again) and Desborough Road. So, the question is can
we get sufficient residents to agree to allow signs to make it
worthwhile? There are many other dangerous roads. If we
get sufficient volunteers, and it works, then we could extend
this approach to other areas.

GETTING THE NEWS OUT

CYCLING ON PAVEMENTS

We put each Focus through some 4,400 doors. It is a huge
task, made possible by a small army of helpers. We need more
people to volunteer, each to do about 100 or so, say 5 times a
year. That leaves more time for us to do the casework. If you
would be prepared to help-out with a bundle of about 100
near you please contact Mike. We would be hugely grateful.

May/June 2017

A big thank you to the 2500 people who bothered
to vote in the recent County Council election.

Things can only get worse
We already have significant problems. Yet there is to
be a more pressure. The Churchmanor development
will increase parking demand not only from more
shoppers, but also additional staff needing all-day
parking. Local population increases: at GMC, 750
houses, Brampton 600 houses plus another 200 on
top and, of course, Alconbury, 5,000 houses. They
will all come on stream gradually. To avoid total chaos
something needs to be done and quickly. Sitting
around waiting for working parties to be set up (it has
taken a year so far with no formal discussions yet
taking place, let alone any action.) is not good enough.
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Another area that might lend itself to the DIY approach
outlined above Is cycling on pavements. The rule is
that unless the pavement is marked as a dual-use
pedestrian and cycling way then cyclists are expected
to ride in the road.

Now, we realise that this is simply not going to happen
on busy roads like Main St in Hartford. But if cyclists
are going to ride on the pavement then they should
realise that they are breaking the rules and pedestrians
and residents exiting from their drives have priority.
We hear many stories of walkers and residents being
verbally abused. One lady was chased by an irate
cyclist into her house. Unacceptable.
Tried to install signs on the pavement of cyclist with a
red line. “Not a recognised sign”.
Asked for white lines or even barriers across the
pavement at junctions. “Can’t do that because the
pavement is not a cycle path!!!”.
Same approach as above. If we can find people who
will allow us to put up signs in their gardens then we
can tell it as it is.
If you are happy to allow your garden to improve safety
then please contact Mike. (Details overleaf)

OTHER CASE WORK.

Since the election things have been pretty quiet. Welcome
white lines have been put in and arrows on speed bumps.
More to do. ●Neighbour bullying over inappropriate
parking, ●“Can you get the underpass by the Regional
College closed. It encourages drug dealers.” ●“Has someone
just cut down protected trees?” ●“Cut Main St. speed to 30
mph”, ●securing appropriate schooling for autistic child,
●protruding hedge, ●tree issues, ●dog barking, ●bad
parking, ●“The broken “visitor kiosk” in Benedict’s Court
gives the place a bad image,” ●“Please can we have our
town toilets back?” etc..
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